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Abstract— We propose a Variational Time Series Feature
Extractor (VTSFE), inspired by the VAE-DMP model of Chen
et al. [1], to be used for action recognition and prediction.
Our method is based on variational autoencoders. It improves
VAE-DMP in that it has a better noise inference model, a
simpler transition model constraining the acceleration in the
trajectories of the latent space, and a tighter lower bound for
the variational inference. We apply the method for classification
and prediction of whole-body movements on a dataset with 7
tasks and 10 demonstrations per task, recorded with a wearable
motion capture suit. The comparison with VAE and VAE-DMP
suggests the better performance of our method for feature
extraction. An open-source software implementation of each
method with TensorFlow is also provided. In addition, a more
detailed version of this work can be found in the indicated code
repository. Although it was meant to, the VTSFE hasn’t been
tested for action prediction, due to a lack of time in the context
of Maxime Chaveroche’s Master thesis at INRIA.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of recognizing actions or activities has
been widely addressed in the computer vision research
community: it consists in the classification of a fully or
partially observed action, typically observed through cameras
or external motion capture [2]. In robotics, recognizing the
human activity is paramount for enabling a proper interaction
and providing assistance to the human: an assistive device
or prosthetics could switch control modes depending on
the current human activity (e.g., walking or sitting) [3],
[4]; a mobile robot may adapt its navigation depending on
the prediction of the human motion [5]. More generally,
prediction is important to provide the robot with anticipation
capabilities [6]. In collaborative robotics applications in
manufacturing, such as in assembly lines, recognizing the
current activity of the operator is necessary for ergonomics
evaluations [7] and for the optimization of the robot actions.
However, there are two critical issues that prevent the
direct application of existing techniques in such scenarios.
The first issue is the availability of external sensing
devices (cameras or motion captures) that poses constraints
on the application for many tasks and application scenarios.
Wearable sensors, such as the Xsens MVN Link [8], are a
valid alternative to motion capture and cameras: they offer
the same tracking possibilities for the human kinematics
and simplify the extraction of the body posture in case of
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occlusions (e.g., large objects or environment hiding body
parts) and long distances not necessarily covered by cameras.
The second issue is that the information about the current
activity may be not enough for the robot to take appropriate
decisions (e.g., in case of physical interaction), and it may be
necessary to predict also the entire trajectory for the action.
For example, a collaborative robot may need to predict the
goal and trajectory of the human while carrying an object
together [9] in order to generate appropriate coordinated
actions [10]. This entails a prediction, classification and rep-
resentation problem: we need to find a suitable representation
of whole-body motions where the same features are used to
recognize different actions and to predict the outcome of an
action from early observations.
This presents two main challenges: i) extracting features
of the action in time; ii) reducing the dimensionality of the
problem to ease the prediction process, reduce overfitting and
enable online applications. These challenges can be solved
by the same process, provided that it builds a set of features
that is smaller than the set of the input data dimensions, and
that it contains both posture and dynamics features. In this
paper, we focus on generative models for data sequences, as
these techniques aim at building representations rich enough
to generate plausible variants of that data.
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN), such as Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) and Kalman filters are often a simple
and effective approach. For example, in [11] they were used
for fall detection, to discriminate daily activities, such as
walking and sitting, from falling or lying on the ground.
HMM were also used in [12], to automatically identify mean-
ingful low-dimensional feature vectors for motion recogni-
tion. However, these model-based approaches often rely on
assumptions facilitating the inference but restricting their
generality. We will thus focus on model-free approaches.
Some recent papers addressed the problem using Deep
Neural Networks (DNN) trained on motion capture data. [13]
used an encoder-recurrent-decoder model to predict motions.
The encoder-decoder architecture learns to reconstruct pos-
tures, while the recurrent middle layer holds the temporal
dynamics. In [1], Chen et al. proposed a generative model
for human motion generation using a deep neural architecture
with Variational Inference (VI) [14] and Bayesian filtering
with Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) [15] which en-
sures local space-time continuity in movement representation
in a reduced space. This latent space provides plausibility
in data reconstruction, while being generalizable to new
samples of movements.
In [16], the authors compared three different generative
structures of encoder-decoder networks with temporal encod-
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ing, enabling action prediction in the reduced feature space.
Two used a fully connected DNN, while the last one used a
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). In all these encoder-
decoder networks, the encoder learns a smaller representation
of an input subsequence xt:t+S while the decoder learns
to predict the next data subsequence xt+S+1:t+2S+1. These
models slightly outperform the results in [13], have lower
computational complexity once trained, and are therefore
applicable to online tasks, but may overfit training data due
to their deterministic mapping between subsequences.
[17] proposed a method for motion prediction that outper-
forms [13] by far, and is similar to [16], with the exception
that a noise was applied to training samples, by feeding
the network with its own generated predicted sequences.
This noise injection at training time prevents the system
overfitting. Nevertheless, the learned representation remains
biased by the application, i.e. prediction, and thus might
not learn useful features for recognition purposes. The same
phenomenon may appear in [18], where a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) was employed in a generative model, along-
side Variational Auto-Encoders (VAE) [19], which general-
izes features encoding while being biased by the integration
of the RNN internal state variable.
To provide a more generalizable feature extraction, we
propose a new generative model, called Variational Time Se-
ries Feature Extractor (VTSFE), which is task-independent
since it is based on autoencoders. Our model is inspired by
VAE-DMP [1] and further adds three improvements: i) a
better noise inference model, described in Section III-A; ii)
a simpler transition model based on a continuity constraint
on the acceleration in the latent space, in contrast to the one
in [1] represented by the DMP; iii) a tighter lower bound
(i.e., closer to ln(pθ(x1:T ))) for the variational inference, as
described in Section III-C. We discuss limits and benefits
of the proposed method and show the results on prediction
of whole-body movements using our open-source dataset of
actions recorded with a wearable IMUs suit (Xsens MVN).
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the related works at the base of VTSFE, described in detail
in Section III. Sections IV and V describe the materials and
the experiments with the wearable sensors. In Section VI and
VIII we discuss our results, conclusions and outline future
works.
II. RELATED WORKS AND METHODS
Our proposed method is inspired by the work of Chen
et al. [1], which proposed a method called Dynamic Move-
ment Primitives in Latent Space of Time-Dependent Vari-
ational Autoencoders (VAE-DMP). VAE-DMP is based on
Deep Variational Bayes Filters (DVBF) [20] that integrate
Bayesian filtering into a Recurrent Deep Neural Network
made of chained Variational Auto-Encoders (VAE) [19].
VAEs build a feature space designed to generalize postures
through a reduced set of latent variables, while Bayesian
filtering ensures that time is taken into account into the
spatial compression. In [1], that filtering appears in the
form of a Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP), a tra-
jectory/dynamics model usually employed in robotics for
synthesizing movement primitives [15].
In the following, we will briefly overview the three key
elements of [1], namely DMP, VAE, DVBF, that are also the
key methods at the base of our proposed method VTSFE .
A. DMP
Dynamic Movement Primitives are a classical technique
for learning movement primitives from demonstrated tra-
jectories [15]. A DMP is a point attractor system written
as a second-order dynamic model, aiming at representing a
trajectory: τ p¨(t) = α(β(pgoal − p(t)) − p˙(t)) + f , where
p is the position, function of time, pgoal is the goal of the
trajectory, and f represents the forcing term that captures the
movement dynamics, τ is a time scaling term, α and β are
constant values to tune.
B. VAE
A VAE [19] is an auto-encoder based on variational
inference [14] that attempts to find a reduced representation
of data generalizable to variants of that data.
Let [xk]Kk=1 be a dataset of K i.i.d. samples of some
continuous observation variable x of unknown distribution.
We assume that the data are generated by some random
process, involving a latent continuous random variable z
and parametric families of distributions pθ(x|z) and pθ(z):
x ∼ ∫
z
pθ∗(x|z)pθ∗(z)dz, where θ∗ is the set of parameters
of the parametric distribution pθ∗(x). θ is represented by
weights and biases of a decoder neural network. z is a latent
space that can be chosen arbitrarily; in VAE, the distributions
are chosen to be Gaussian for simplicity: pθ(z) = N (0, I)
and pθ(x|z) = N (µx, σ2xI).
However, we don’t know the distribution of pθ(x), and so
the distribution of pθ(z|x) as pθ(z|x) = pθ(z,x)pθ(x) . Therefore,
[19] introduced a recognition model qφ(z|x) designed to
approximate the intractable true posterior pθ(z|x). We could
then constrain qφ(z|x) to the same form as pθ(x|z):
qφ(z|x) = N (µz, σ2zI), (1)
where φ is the set of parameters of the parametric distribution
qφ(z|x). φ is represented by weights and biases of an encoder
neural network. This model can then simultaneously encode
and decode x. Yet, we have to learn θ and φ in a way that
maximizes the likelihood of [xk]Kk=1.
Training in VAE aims both at recovering parameters θ
as close as possible to the ideal parameters θ∗ yielding the
proper distribution over x, and finding parameters φ making
qφ(z|x) as close as possible to the intractable pθ(z|x). The
latter can be achieved by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
divergence DKL(qφ(z|x) ‖ pθ(z|x)) between these distri-
butions. The standard approach of variational inference is
to notice that we could decompose ln
(
pθ([xk]
K
k=1)
)
, isolate
DKL(qφ(z|xk) ‖ pθ(z|xk)) and minimize it by maximizing
a lower bound on ln(pθ(xk)):
ln(pθ(xk)) = ELBO +DKL(qφ(z|xk) ‖ pθ(z|xk)) (2)
where ELBO is the Evidence Lower BOund.
As the actual likelihood on the observation pθ∗(xk) is
a constant and a KL-divergence is always non-negative,
minimizing that KL-divergence can be done by maximizing
the ELBO. In terms of training the neural network, it means
using −ELBO as the loss function to be minimized. This
bound can in turn be split into respectively a reconstruction
(or decoder) error and a generalization (or encoder) error:
−ELBO = −Eqφ(z|xk)[ln(pθ(xk|z))]
+DKL(qφ(z|xk) ‖ pθ(z))
(3)
The first term of this error requires precision in recon-
struction from the network by making it maximize the
average likelihood pθ(xk|z) on z inferred by the recognition
model qφ(z|xk). The second term of this error requires
generalization from the network and balances the first error
which could result in overfitting otherwise. The difference
between VAE and a deterministic auto-encoder comes from
the influence of σz in the generalization term as it allows for
the learning of a locally symmetrical and continuous latent
space.
C. DVBF
Let us consider a set of data sequences [[xk,t]Tt=1]
K
k=1. In
the following, we consider a single sample k and use only
the notation ·t, as we are mostly interested in time here.
DVBF [20] was introduced to handle time-dependency in
data sequences. Latent variables are supposed to follow a
dynamics equation expressed as:
zt+1 = g(zt, ut, βt). (4)
where g is a deterministic transition function, ut is a given
command at time t and βt is a set of parameters written
as βt = (wt, vt), where vt are fixed universal transition
parameters, and wt is a stochastic variable representing a
sample-specific process noise which can be inferred from
xt. In [20], the authors compute a variational lower bound
specific to DVBF:
pθ(x1:T |u1:T , z1)
=
∫
β1:T
pθ(β1:T )pθ(xt|z1)
T∏
t=2
pθ(xt|zˆt) dβ1:T
(5)
where zˆt = g(zt−1, ut−1, βt−1). Then, taking the log of
pθ(x1:T |u1:T , z1) and using Jensen’s inequality, they obtain:
ln(pθ(x1:T |u1:T , z1))
≥ Eqφ(β1:T |x1:T ,u1:T ,z1,zˆ2:T )
[
ln
(
pθ(xt|z1)
∏T
t=2 pθ(xt|zˆt)
)]
−DKL(qφ(β1:T |x1:T , u1:T , z1, zˆ2:T ) ‖ pθ(β1:T ))
(6)
This lower bound does not link to the minimization of
DKL(qφ(z|x) ‖ pθ(z|x)), but is a way to maximize the like-
lihood of pθ(x1:T |u1:T , z1), embedding transition parameters
learning in the encoding process of the VAE.
D. VAE-DMP
In [1], Chen et al. used DMP as a dynamics model of
the latent space in DVBF. They included a system noise
t = w,t, where  ∼ N (0,Σ), in the DMP equation and
defined their choice of finite difference approximations of
first and second order derivatives:
τ z¨t+1 = α(β(zT − zt)− z˙t) + ft + t
z˙t+1 = z¨t+1dt+ z˙t
zt+1 = zt+1dt+ zt,
(7)
where ft is a continuous weighted sum of Gaussians and
is deterministically inferred by a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) detailed in [1] that takes x1:T as input. This system
of equations can be reshaped into the following linear form:(
zt+1
z˙t+1
)
=
(
1− dt2αβ 1τ dt2α 1τ + dt−αβdt 1τ 1− αdt 1τ
)(
zt
z˙t
)
+ b (8)
with b = (dt, 1)ᵀ (αβzT + ft + t)dt 1τ .
Contrary to standard VAE, in VAE-DMP zt is inferred
by the dynamics model, along with its first-order deriva-
tive z˙t, at the exception of the first frame, which has no
predecessor, and the last frame which is needed in Eq. 8.
Therefore, the encoding process qφ(z1, z˙1|x1:M ), where 1 <
M ≤ T , is used for the first frame, and the standard one
qφ(zT |xT ) is used for the last frame of the architecture.
The noise is assumed inferred by a Gaussian distribution:
t ∼ qφ(t|xt+1, zt) = N (µ,t,Σ,t).
Eq. 8 in VAE-DMP replaces Eq. 4 of DVBF: zt is
now (zt, z˙t), the command ut of DVBF is now the joint
distribution of the forcing term and the goal in latent space
(ft, zT ), and the transition parameters βt the noise t:
zt+1 = g(zt, z˙t, zT , ft, t). (9)
As f1:T are deterministically inferred from x1:T , the varia-
tional lower bound becomes:
ln(pθ(x1:T |f1:T , zT , z1, z˙1))
≥ Eqφ(1:T |x1:T ,zT ,z1,z˙1,zˆ2:T ,ˆ˙z2:T ) [ln(pθ(x1|z1)pθ(x2:T |zˆ2:T ))]
−DKL(qφ(1:T |x1:T , zT , z1, z˙1, zˆ2:T , ˆ˙z2:T ) ‖ pθ(1:T ))
(10)
where we call the lower bound ELBOVAE-DMP and
qφ(1:T |x1:T , zT , z1, z˙1, zˆ2:T , ˆ˙z2:T ) = qφ(1:T |x1:T , z1, zˆ2:T )
given their inference model.
We note that the parameters of the prior pθ(t) are not
fixed values in [1], which lets the DKL calculation unclear,
since its regularization power relies on fixed constraints.
III. PROPOSED METHOD: VTSFE
In this section we describe our Variational Time Series
Feature Extractor (VTSFE) for action prediction. The model,
inspired by VAE-DMP, is shown in Figure 1 and has three
distinguishing features: i) it has a better noise inference
model, described in Section III-A; ii) the transition model,
that in [1] is represented by the DMP, here is substituted
by a simple continuity constraint on the acceleration in the
latent space, as described in Section III-B; iii) it has a tighter
x1:T
xt+1
zt+1
z˙t+1
zt
z˙t
ft
t xT
zT
(a)
zt−1
x1:T
xt+1
zt+1ztzt−1
ft
t
(b)
Fig. 1. Our VTSFE representation consisting of the superposition of two
Bayesian models (a) compared with VAE-DMP, (b) alone. The black part
is the VAE-DMP model from [1], the red arrows indicate our added depen-
dences. Red nodes and red crosses indicate respectively added variables and
removed variables in our final model (b). Dependencies to θ and φ have
been omitted for the sake of clarity. Solid lines denote the generative model
with parameters θ, dashed lines denote the inference model with parameters
φ. Diamond nodes indicate a deterministic dependency on parent nodes.
Diamond dashed node indicates a deterministic dependency on parent nodes
for the inference model but not the generative one. A rectangle designates
the joint distribution of the variables inside, here (zt, z˙t).
lower bound (i.e., closer to ln(pθ(x1:T ))) for the variational
inference, as described in Section III-C.1
A. Adapted noise inference
VAE-DMP uses the inference model of DVBF. However,
the change of variable between zt and (zt, z˙t) and the
dependency on zT of the transition model should affect
the noise inference, which is supposed to fill the gap re-
maining between information contained in the latent space
and the one in observation space. Besides, knowing xt+1
alone isn’t enough to deterministically infer ft. There-
fore, we propose the new following noise inference: t ∼
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, z˙t, zT ), if one chooses to use z˙t, or: t ∼
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ), otherwise. The corresponding
Bayesian models are illustrated in Figure 1.
Now, let us assume that the prior pθ(t) of our model
is a Gaussian white noise that does not depend on t. We
consider σscale the scaling term for all noise t, that also
affects its inference mean knowing xt. We could then make
the following assumptions:
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) = N (σscale · µ,t, σ2scaleσ2,tI)
pθ(t) = N (0, σ2scaleI).
(11)
Actually, as µ,t, σscale and σ,t are all inferred by our neural
network, this formulation is equivalent to:
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) = N (µ,t, σ2,tI)
pθ(t) = N (0, σ2scaleI),
(12)
but leads to a lighter Kullback-Leibler divergence expression.
1Supplementary material regarding some compu-
tations (not reported for lack of space) can be
found at: https://github.com/inria-larsen/
activity-recognition-prediction-wearable/tree/
master/VTSFE
B. Lighter transition model
In [1] DMPs were used as a space-time continuity con-
straint, i.e., a constraint that gives to the network the no-
tion of continuous acceleration. However, we would like
to remove the dependency to the point-attractor aspect of
DMP, remove the hyperparameters α, β and τ , as well as
the appearance of zT in its equation. Thus, in association
with the central finite difference approximator of acceleration
(which is more accurate than the backward and forward
variants), Eq. 7 simply becomes:{
z¨t = ft + t
z¨t =
zt+1−2zt+zt−1
dt2
(13)
Eq. 8 then becomes: zt+1 = (ft+t)dt2+2zt−zt−1, where
dt doesn’t even act as a hyperparameter neither since ft and
t are learned and completely artificial. The new transition
models, formerly Eq. 9, becomes: zt+1 = g(zt, zt−1, ft, t)
and it has several benefits. First, it removes the model
parametrization, which prevents us from doing an expensive
grid search. Then, it greatly alleviates the complexity of our
model both at transition time and at loss computation time,
since it removes the need to sample the zT prior.
C. Lower bound
In this subsection, we will define a new lower bound
for our VTSFE model to use as loss function. We will
make the calculation with the full DMP transition model
to obtain a general lower bound, whether we use the point-
attractor aspect or not. Contrary to [1], we will not use the
DVBF lower bound, as the main difference in VTSFE and
VAE-DMP with respect to DVBF is that unknown forcing
term ft replace observed commands ut. This means that
we could look for a different variational lower bound using
ln(pθ(x1:T )) rather than ln(pθ(x1:T |f1:T , zT , z1, z˙1))) as in
Eq. 10. Similarly to Eq. 22, we can write:
ELBO = Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln(pθ(x1:T |z1:T ))]
−DKL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) ‖ pθ(z1:T ))
(14)
Instead of inserting the derivative in the state so as to get
a first-order Markov assumption, we simply use the second-
order Markov property. With a VAE encoder only for the
first, second and last time steps, we can show that:
Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln(pθ(x1:T |z1:T ))]
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}Eqφ(zt|xt)[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]
+
∑
T−1
t=3 Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )[ln(pθ(xt|zt))],
(15)
and:
DKL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) ‖ pθ(z1:T ))
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}DKL(qφ(zt|xt) ‖ pθ(zt))
+
∑
T−2
t=2 Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )
[
− ln
(
pθ(fˆt)
)
+DKL(qφ(t|fˆt, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) ‖ pθ(t))
]
,
(16)
where fˆt is the deterministic inferred value of ft for
a given x1:T . Then, following [21] and using Eq. 11,
we get: DKL(qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) ‖ pθ(t)) =
1
2
∑dz
i=1
[− ln(σ2,t,i)− 1 + σ2,t,i + µ2,t,i].
Using the same discrete approximation of the mean as
in [19], this leads us to a computationally highly expensive
approximation in Θ(LT−3). In order to be able to compute
that new lower bound, we made a rougher approximation by
taking the L3 samples from the three priors pθ(z1), pθ(z2)
and pθ(zT ), and for all t ∈ [2, T − 2], only propagating
zt+1 = g(µz,T , µz,t, µz,t−1, µ,t, fˆt) for each of these L3
3-tuples (zl1 , zl2 , zlT ), which changes Eq. 11 to:
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT )
=N
(
σscale · µ,t, σ2scale
(
σ2,t +K
2
∑
t−1
t′=2σ
2
,t′
)
I
)
pθ(t) = N (0, [1 + (t− 2)K2]σ2scaleI)
(17)
as g is a linear transformation. K is the real factor
that multiplies t in g. Thereby, we obtain that
DKL(qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) ‖ pθ(t)) leads to∑T−2
t=2 L
3 samples and thus a Θ(L3) complexity to
approximate the expectation of DKL. That approximation
has also been used on Eq. 31 with 4-tuples (zl1 , zl2 , zlt , zlT )
instead of the previous 3-tuples in order to sample the latent
space at each inference on z as in VAE, leading to Θ(L4).
Also concerning Eq. 31, it is worth mentioning that σx,t
is only used in the reconstruction loss term, without any
other constraint. Therefore, it acts as a degree of freedom at
optimization time that can compensate errors either by being
high to reduce the squared error or by being very close to
zero to make the log take a negative value if the error is
small, which in particular could happen if the input data
range doesn’t vary much around zero, as it is the case for
our data that ranges in [−1, 1]. Besides, having a different
σx,t for each z sample causes the optimization process to
treat each error differently which reinforces these issues.
Thus, in order to correct that error compensation and to save
gradient computations, we made an additional assumption on
pθ(xt|zt) by setting σ2x,t = 12pi , where the value 12pi has been
chosen to remove all constant term so the reconstruction error
is entirely due to the squared term. This new assumption
allows us to replace the expression of ln(pθ(xt|zt)) with:
ln(pθ(xt|zt)) = pi(xt,i − µx,t,i)2 (18)
Let us now define the last term of our lower bound.
Unfortunately, pθ(fˆt) is intractable. We could simply con-
tinue without it though, giving us a lower bound of
DKL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) ‖ pθ(z1:T )). Nevertheless, considering
it as an important loss term on dynamics reconstruc-
tion, we want to keep at least a part of it. We no-
tice that, being the result of a Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence with a Dirac distribution, it acts as a penalty if
Pθ(fˆt) 6= 1. However, given the fact that without any
knowledge, ft could be equally anything, as xt, pθ(ft)
should be closer to a uniform distribution over an infinite
space than a Dirac distribution centered on a particular
fˆ . Thus, we assume that −Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln
(
pθ(fˆt)
)
] ≥
−Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln
(
pθ(fˆt|z1:T )
)
] ≥ 0 since fˆt is used to
infer z1:T . So we need to define pθ(ft|z1:T ). First, we
make the assumption that it follows a Gaussian distribution.
Then, given the deterministic transition function zt+1 =
g(zlT , zt, zt−1, t, ft), where t is simply added to ft, we
notice that the only variance contained in pθ(ft|z1:T ) is the
one of pθ(t). Besides:
pθ(ft|z1:T ) =
∫
x1:T
pθ(ft|x1:T , z1:T )pθ(x1:T |z1:T ) dx1:T
≈
∫
x1:T
qφ(ft|x1:T )pθ(x1:T |z1:T ) dx1:T .
(19)
Thereby, we make the assumption that pθ(ft|z1:T ) ≈
N (d(x1:T )t, [1 + (t − 2)K2]σ2scaleI), where x1:T ∼
pθ(x1:T |z1:T ) and d represents a function taking x1:T as
input and f1:T as output where f1:T ∼ qφ(ft|x1:T ), as the
MLP used to infer f1:T .
Unfortunately, even combined with the previously defined
Θ(L3) approximation of Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T ), the additional sam-
pling on x1:T still leads to a Θ(L3 × XT ) approximation,
where X is the number of samples taken for xt. Therefore,
we made an even rougher approximation by taking X = 1,
where that only sample is the T-tuple (µx,t)t∈[1:T ] and µx,t
is the mean of pθ(xt|zt).
Finally, we obtain the following relations on the various
Evidence Lower BOunds (ELBO):
ELBO ≥ ELBOVTSFE ≥ ELBOVAE-DMP
More precise mean approximations aside, our lower
bound ELBOVTSFE is thereby tighter to the initial ELBO
than the DVBF one from which derives ELBOVAE-DMP
thanks to our dynamics reconstruction loss term
−Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln
(
pθ(fˆt|z1:T )
)
].
However, due to our approximations, we end up with a
complexity, given T , of Θ(L4) (or more precisely of Θ(P 3×
M), where P is the number of samples from each of the
priors (zl1 , zl2 , zlT ) to propagate through time, and M is the
number of samples from t−1 at time t).
That new lower bound is more computationally expensive,
but should allow the creation of a more generalizable latent
space by creating local space continuity in terms of both
surroundings of each input and trajectory of the whole
sequence, i.e. reducing the intraclass variance in latent space
for each movement type, for L3 trajectory initialization
samples (prior sampling). At the same time, it forces the
reconstructed inputs x1:T to keep the same dynamics as the
actual inputs, in addition to force them to be individually
close to the actual ones.
To reduce the complexity, we propose a light VTSFE
by making a rough Θ(L) approximation consisting
of only one prior sampling (µz,1, µz,2, µz,T ) for
DKL and only L samples (µz,1, µz,2, µz,T , zlt) for
−Eqφ(z[1:t],zT |x1:t)[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]. This version reduces
intraclass variance in latent space for each movement type,
but only processes one trajectory initialization sample (prior
sampling).
D. Neural network architecture
1) Differences with respect to the original VAE: We used
a Gaussian MLP (as defined in appendix C of [19]) as
encoder to model qφ(z|x), and another Gaussian MLP as
decoder to model pθ(x|z). Instead of tanh as activation func-
tion for hidden layers, we used elu (Exponential Linear Unit)
[22], as it outperforms state-of-the-art activation functions in
learning speed and accuracy, and alleviates the vanishing gra-
dient problem. We used the ADAM optimization algorithm
[23] instead of ADAGRAD [24].
2) Sequence architecture: Since we want to build a
unique latent space for all movement frames, all network
variables are shared between time steps. As in [1], because
of the vanishing gradient problem and the lack of movement
demonstrations (but mostly because we want the original
VAE to process all inputs and only use the DMP equation
as a constraint), we split our samples into overlapping
subsequences of size lsub, where the architecture of our
neural network is built using T = lsub. The overlap is
equal to lsub − nV , where nV is the number of standard
VAEs. However, we used the whole data sequence to infer
f1:T given x1:T in order to remove a degree of freedom at
optimization time between subsequences; we used elu instead
of softmax as activation function in the MLP that infers f1:T
for the same reasons than above.
E. Loss function gradients
Learning occurs through the back-propagation algorithm
given a loss function and its gradients. To ensure precision,
all gradient computations were made atomically, i.e. per time
step and per dimension, but the back-propagation algorithm
always was executed per subsequence. There are several
ways to compute these gradients: simply computing the
gradients from the whole loss function, computing them
from subparts of that loss function, computing gradients
for only a subset of variables, etc. Here, we considered
two main learning schemes for the VTSFE learning. The
first, called “all”, simply computes gradients for all variables
from the whole loss function. It was applied to the chain
of independent VAEs. The second, called “separated”, was
applied to VTSFE and our implementation of VAE-DMP.
First, separated computes gradients for all variables from
the recognition loss term, as it takes account for the whole
system leading to the reconstruction of xt. Then, it computes
gradients from the generalization loss term for only encoder
variables on which it depends. i.e. not σscale Finally, it
computes gradients from the dynamics loss term for a subset
of variables composed of all variables except the weights
that define the forcing term ft and the noise scaling variable
σscale, since the dynamics loss term is supposed to only
influence the quality of the decoder and, as a side effect,
the one of the t encoder; It should not try to optimize
directly the variables used to compute its loss, i.e. Gaussian
basis weights defining ft and σscale, to avoid optimization
shortcuts.
Fig. 2. Top: the actions of our dataset (we have 10 demonstrations per
action). Bottom: the kinematics estimation of the human posture during the
actions, in Xsens MVN studio.
IV. MATERIALS
1) Equipment: To capture human motion, we use an
Xsens MVN inertial motion capture suit [8], a wearable
system with 17 wireless IMUs embedded in a lycra suit,
tracking motion at 240Hz. IMUs data are mapped on a
calibrated Xsens biomechanical model with 23 segments,
connected via 22 three-dimensional joints. Our sequences
thereby have 66 dimensions.
2) Dataset: To compare our VAE-DMP implementation
with the original, we retrieved from the authors of [1] their
dataset. It consisted of 5 sample trajectories, one per move-
ment type (kicking, tachi, balancing, walking, punching),
consisting of body joint angles recorded from a motion
capture system. To develop our model, we recorded a new
dataset with our wearable sensing suit. Our dataset is made of
10 demonstrations per 7 movement types, of about 2 seconds.
These movements were chosen for either their similarity with
each others, their complexity (the more the limbs are in
movement, the more difficult it is to make compromises
in a representation common to several movement) and/or
their relevance in the context of industrial scenarios. These
movements are: bent forward to move an object, strongly
bent forward, lifting a box from the ground, kicking, opening
a window, walking and standing (see Figure 2).
3) Software: Our software and dataset
are open-source and available on github at:
https://github.com/inria-larsen/
activity-recognition-prediction-wearable.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We consider the following four models:
I Our Θ(L3) VTSFE model, with tighter lower bound
and no attractor point,
II A Θ(L) light variant of (I), which only considers the
trajectory resulting from one single sample from the z
priors, i.e. (µz,1, µz,2),
III Our Θ(L) implementation of [1] 2,
IV Independent standard VAEs trained with overlapping
subsequences.
2We use their lower bound on the trajectory composed of (µz , µz˙)1:T
with the DMP attractor point system and without the dynamics reconstruc-
tion loss term, our pθ(t), our Gaussian log likelihood without variance
(Eq. 18), their noise inference model and without their annealing schedule
described in [1], since our additional assumptions and implementation
resolved the problem of t acting as a shortcut to encode dynamics
information.
MSE ×10−3 ∑ var
VTSFE light (II) 2D 10.195466 ≈ 10
VAE-DMP (III) 2D 9.2731696 ≈ 5
VAE only (IV) 2D 8.0171376 ≈ 5.5
VTSFE light (II) 5D 9.8597025 ≈ 9.5
VAE-DMP (III) 5D 8.5839415 ≈ 3.5
VAE only (IV) 5D 8.3727958 ≈ 6
VTSFE light (II) 7D 9.835138 ≈ 9.5
VAE-DMP (III) 7D 8.4773144 ≈ 3.5
VAE only (IV) 7D 8.1229284 ≈ 5.5
TABLE I
MODEL COMPARISON FOR A 2-5-7-DIMENSIONAL LATENT SPACE
Unfortunately, (I) is computationally very expensive, to
the point that we could not test it with cross-validation. Early
tests did not show a significant improvement w.r.t. the lighter
version (II). Thus, we focus our comparison on (II), (III)
and (IV). All models were trained in the same manner to
avoid training biases: samples were split into overlapping
subsequences of size lsub = 10, as in [1], and an overlap size
equal to lsub−nV = 8, where nV is the number of standard
VAEs. As in [1], the encoder and decoder networks were all
made of one hidden layer of 200 units. We implemented a
middle layer of 10 hidden units for each frame observed as
input in the MLP designed to infer ft. ft was composed of 50
basis Gaussian functions, parametrized by standard deviation
of 2.5, experimentally chosen following a grid search based
on reconstruction error.
For (III), the parameters α, β, τ and dt were experimen-
tally chosen after a grid search based on reconstruction error,
with the same constraint as in [1], i.e. β = α/4. We used
the values: α = 2, β = 0.5, τ = 1/2 and dt = 0.5.
To increase learning speed and stability, we trained all
models using a mini-batch of 7, again chosen following a
grid search under the constraint of being a multiple of the
number of training samples. For all models and for each
VAE, we set the number of Monte Carlo samples at L = 30
to have a statistically significant sample group, as our batch
size was small [19].
For the experiments, we dynamically subsampled our
dataset to fit in 70 frames of movements as in [1]. We also
normalized the joint angles data between [−1, 1]. The whole
dataset is uniformly shuffled before each model training
to avoid successive overfitting, and thus ensure learning
convergence.
VI. RESULTS
We compared the three models based on two metrics:
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between ground truth and
reconstruction, and the variance of the reconstruction through
time summed on all dimensions and movement samples
(
∑
var). The first one is a precision metric on the recon-
struction, while the second is an indicator of the amplitude of
reconstructed dynamics. Together, they provide information
on the features encoded in the latent space. We averaged
these values after the execution of a leave-one-out on sample
indices (in the range [0,9]) which led to training on 63
samples and testing on 7 samples. These results can be found
in Table I.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Reconstruction of a new movement sample from a (a) 2D (b) 7D
latent space. The solid line denotes the ground truth curve corresponding
to the evolution through time of the normalized (a) z spatial dimension
of the right elbow (b) x spatial dimension of the right shoulder angle
of the human during a movement of type “kicking”. Dashed lines denote
reconstructed data. The purple one corresponds to VTSFE light (II). The
red one corresponds to VAE-DMP (III).
Our results show that VTSFE light (II) leads to a slightly
lower mean precision of the reconstruction error, despite
being almost equivalent to VAE-DMP (III) and (IV), while
significantly encoding more dynamics information. This in-
crease in dynamics precision is illustrated in Figure 3a. The
reason why (III) and (IV) still reach the best precision is
because of static errors of (II) and movement averaging from
(III) and (IV), as illustrated in Figure 3b. Also, while pre-
cision slightly increases with the number of latent variables
for all models (except VAE only), the dynamics encoding
is almost constant (except VAE-DMP which decreases in
quality).
Finally, the latent space of these models can provide
complementary information about encoded dynamics. While
the (
∑
var) indicator accounts for dynamics amplitude, the
latent space smoothness accounts for acceleration continuity,
which is crucial for prediction. In VAE only (IV) (Figure 4a),
trajectories make rough changes in speed and direction. In
VAE-DMP (III) (Figure 4b), trajectories are much smoother
than VAE only (IV), and better suited for prediction. How-
ever, as already observed in the input data space, it lacks
information about dynamics amplitude. In VTSFE light
(II) (Figure 4c), trajectories are smooth, compatible with
prediction and wider than VAE-DMP (III). In particular, it
can be observed much more easily in VTSFE light (II) that
“bent forward” (purple) and “bent forward strongly” (blue)
are similar movement, the second one being an emphasized
version of the first one. Table II reports on computation times
for 10 training epochs for the 4 models considered in Section
V in the same conditions as in Table I, on a 64-bit laptop
with 15.5 GB RAM, Intel Core i7-4900MQ CPU @ 2.80
GHz x 8 and NVIDIA Quadro K2100M.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 4. Latent space of (a) VAE only (IV) (b) VAE-DMP (III) (c) VTSFE
light (II) in 2D showing trajectories for a new movement sample for each
movement type.
VII. DISCUSSION
However, it could be argued that
∑
var isn’t a robust
indicator and can only suggest the encoded dynamics quality.
In fact, while this suggestion matches the one found in latent
space about encoded features, these results do not account
for a better reconstruction capability in VTSFE than in VAE-
DMP or VAE only. Our results strongly suggest a better
feature encoding in latent space with VTSFE, i.e. a better
encoder, than VAE-DMP or VAE only, but not a better
reconstruction, i.e. a better decoder. Thus, it is very likely
that a second training phase for VTSFE, in which the encoder
weights would be frozen and the loss function would be the
one of the classic VAE, would result in a better reconstruction
capability as we would get rid of all encoding constraint in
loss function and we would feed the decoder with stable input
data, i.e. a constant latent space. But above all, this second
training phase would probably be much more efficient if we
remove completely this variational aspect, simply taking the
loss function of a classic Auto-Encoder, as we would train the
system to reconstruct one input value from one latent value,
instead of trying to match several samples of latent space to
this one input value. Nevertheless, that is not the scope of
this paper which focuses on feature extraction (encoding).
Therefore, our results show that VTSFE (II) seems more
suitable than VAE-DMP (III) for prediction and classification
all separated
VTSFE 2D [P = 15, L = 15] - killed (> 30 GB RAM)
VTSFE 2D [P = 5, L = 30] - 2h30m
VTSFE 2D [P = 5, L = 15] - 1h30m
VTSFE light 2D [L = 30] 9m 9m30s
VAE-DMP 2D [L = 30] 12m50 s 16m30s
VAE only 2D, 5D, 7D [L = 30] 5m40s -
TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIMES FOR 10 TRAINING EPOCHS FOR THE DIFFERENT
LEARNING SCHEMES.
of actions based on its inferred latent space from motion
capture/wearable sensing data. It is computationally faster,
and it encodes a better dynamics of the trajectories, which
leads to better reconstruction of high-amplitude joint motions
(e.g., as in kicking). The latent space seems more consistent,
trajectories in the latent space are smoother, and similar
movements are closer (e.g., as in ”bent” and ”strongly bent”).
3
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented VTSFE (Variational Time
Series Feature Extractor), that can be used to extract rel-
evant features from motion capture/wearable sensing data
to recognize and predict the current human activity. We
compared it with our open-source implementation of VAE-
DMP from [1] and classical VAE, showing that our algorithm
is capable of better encoding the dynamics of the captured
movements: this is an essential feature for our ongoing work,
where VTSFE is needed for predicting the future trajectory
of the human motion. Due to Monte Carlo samplings, the
computation time for training is still non-negligible, even
for our relatively small dataset, which makes it suitable only
as a pre-computed model trained offline. Nevertheless, once
trained VTSFE is able to encode features online.
In the future, we plan several improvements of our method.
In particular, our model is agnostic of the type of input
data. While this is a potential advantage (as we could input
different types of sensor data), it does not exploit any prior
knowledge about the human-body model. We plan to improve
the VAE part of our model by testing Ladder Variational Au-
toencoders [25], which outperform standard VAE in posterior
approximation and are used to train a deep architecture of
latent layers, and VAE-GAN [26], which outperform VAE by
combining it with a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)
that enhances the plausibility of the generated data.
Also, as discussed before, we plan to focus on a second
phase of training for the decoder part of VTSFE to enhance
its reconstruction capability.
Finally, we would like to make a more thorough4 evalua-
tion with a bigger dataset and a varying number of sensors,
combining also different input sensors (e.g., IMU, EMG,
etc.).
3Our results could be biased by our implementation of VAE-DMP [1],
which makes some assumptions about the implementation that were not
described in the original paper.
4Our evaluation so far has been significantly limited by the availability
of a cluster for computations.
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APPENDIX I
RELATED WORKS
A. VAE
ln
(
pθ([xk]
K
k=1)
)
= ln
(
K∏
k=1
pθ(xk)
)
=
K∑
k=1
ln(pθ(xk))
(20)
ln(pθ(xk)) =
∫
z
qφ(z|xk) ln(pθ(xk))dz
=
∫
z
qφ(z|xk) ln
(
pθ(z, xk)
qφ(z|xk)
)
+ qφ(z|xk) ln
(
qφ(z|xk)
pθ(z|xk)
)
dz
= ELBO +DKL(qφ(z|xk) || pθ(z|xk))
(21)
where ELBO is the Evidence Lower BOund.
−ELBO = −
∫
z
qφ(z|xk) ln
(
pθ(z, xk)
qφ(z|xk)
)
dz
= −
∫
z
qφ(z|xk) ln(pθ(xk|z)) + qφ(z|xk) ln
(
pθ(z)
qφ(z|xk)
)
dz
= −Eqφ(z|xk)[ln(pθ(xk|z))] +DKL(qφ(z|xk) || pθ(z))
(22)
B. DVBF
pθ(x1:T |u1:T , z1) =
∫
z2:T
pθ(x1:T |z1:T , u1:T )pθ(z2:T |u1:T )dz2:T
=
∫
z2:T
∫
β1:T
pθ(x1:T |z1:T , u1:T )pθ(z2:T |β1:T , u1:T )pθ(β1:T )dβ1:T dz2:T
=
∫
z2:T
∫
β1:T
pθ(β1:T )
T∏
t=1
pθ(xt|zt)
T∏
t=2
pθ(zt|zt−1, ut−1, βt−1)dβ1:T dz2:T
(23)
Given the deterministic transition (4), they noticed that
T∏
t=2
pθ(zt|zt−1, ut−1, βt−1) was a product of Dirac distributions and
thus:
pθ(x1:T |u1:T , z1) =
∫
β1:T
pθ(β1:T )pθ(xt|z1)
T∏
t=2
pθ(xt|zˆt) dβ1:T (24)
where zˆt = g(zt−1, ut−1, βt−1).
ln(pθ(x1:T |u1:T , z1))
= ln
(∫
β1:T
qφ(β1:T |x1:T , u1:T , z1, zˆ2:T )
qφ(β1:T |x1:T , u1:T , z1, zˆ2:T ) pθ(β1:T )pθ(xt|z1)
T∏
t=2
pθ(xt|zˆt) dβ1:T
)
≥
∫
β1:T
qφ(β1:T |x1:T , u1:T , z1, zˆ2:T ) ln
(
pθ(β1:T )
qφ(β1:T |x1:T , u1:T , z1, zˆ2:T )pθ(xt|z1)
T∏
t=2
pθ(xt|zˆt)
)
dβ1:T = LB
(25)
where:
LB = Eqφ(β1:T |x1:T ,u1:T ,z1,zˆ2:T )
[
ln
(
pθ(xt|z1)
T∏
t=2
pθ(xt|zˆt)
)]
−DKL(qφ(β1:T |x1:T , u1:T , z1, zˆ2:T ) ‖ pθ(β1:T )) (26)
APPENDIX II
METHODS
A. Our improvements to VAE-DMP
1) Tighter lower bound:
qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) = qφ(z1:T , x1:T )
qφ(x1:T )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt|xt)
T−1∏
t=3
qφ(zt|x1:T , zt−1, zt−2, zT )
(27)
Given ∀t ∈ [3, T − 1], zt = g(zt−1, zt−2, zT , t−1, ft−1), where g is a deterministic transition function, we can push (27) a
little further :
qφ(z1:T |x1:T )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt|xt)
T−2∏
t=2
qφ(g(zt, zt−1, zT , t, ft)|x1:T , zt, zt−1, zT )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt|xt)
T−2∏
t=2
qφ(t, ft|x1:T , zt, zt−1, zT )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt|xt)
T−2∏
t=2
qφ(t, ft, x1:T , zt, zt−1, zT )
qφ(x1:T , zt, zt−1, zT )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt|xt)
T−2∏
t=2
qφ(ft|x1:T )qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT )qφ(x1:T , zt, zt−1, zT )
qφ(x1:T , zt, zt−1, zT )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt|xt)
T−2∏
t=2
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT )qφ(ft|x1:T )
(28)
In the same way:
pθ(z1:T ) =
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
pθ(zt)
T−1∏
t=3
pθ(zt|zt−1, zt−2, zT )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
pθ(zt)
T−2∏
t=2
pθ(t, ft|zt, zt−1, zT )
=
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
pθ(zt)
T−2∏
t=2
pθ(t)pθ(ft)
(29)
And finally:
pθ(x1:T |z1:T ) =
T∏
t=1
pθ(xt|zt) (30)
(27) and (30) lead to:
Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln(pθ(x1:T |z1:T ))]
= Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )
[
T∑
t=1
ln(pθ(xt|zt))
]
=
T∑
t1=1
∫
z1:T
∏
t2∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt2 |xt2)
T−1∏
t2=3
qφ(zt2 |x1:T , zt2−1, zt2−2, zT ) ln(pθ(xt1 |zt1))dz1:T
=
∑
t1∈{1,2,T}
[∫
zt1
qφ(zt1 |xt1) ln(pθ(xt1 |zt1))
×
∫
z[1:T ]\{t1}
∏
t2∈{1,2,T}\{t1}
qφ(zt2 |xt2)
×
T−1∏
t2=3
qφ(zt2 |x1:T , zt2−1, zt2−2, zT ) dz[1:T ]\{t1}
]
dzt1
]
+
T−1∑
t1=3
∫
z1:t1 ,zT
∏
t2∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt2 |xt2)
t1∏
t2=3
qφ(zt2 |x1:T , zt2−1, zt2−2, zT ) ln(pθ(xt1 |zt1))
×
[∫
z[t1+1:T−1]
T−1∏
t2=t1+1
qφ(zt2 |x1:T , zt2−1, zt2−2, zT ) dz[t1+1:T−1]
]
dz1:t1dzT
]
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}
[∫
zt
qφ(zt|xt) ln(pθ(xt|zt)) dzt
]
+
T−1∑
t=3
[∫
z1:t,zT
qφ(z1:t, zT |x1:T ) ln(pθ(xt|zt)) dz1:tdzT
]
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}
Eqφ(zt|xt)[ln(pθ(xt|zt))] +
T−1∑
t=3
Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]
(31)
Besides, (29) and (28) lead to:
DKL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) || pθ(z1:T ))
=
∫
z1:T
qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) ln
(
qφ(z1:T |x1:T )
pθ(z1:T )
)
dz1:T
=
∫
z1:T
qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) ln

∏
t∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt|xt)
T−2∏
t=2
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT )qφ(ft|x1:T )
∏
t∈{1,2,T}
pθ(zt)
T−2∏
t=2
pθ(t)pθ(ft)
 dz1:T
=
∫
z1:T
qφ(z1:T |x1:T )
 ∑
t∈{1,2,T}
ln
(
qφ(zt|xt)
pθ(zt)
)
+
T−2∑
t=2
ln
(
qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT )
pθ(t)
)
+
T−2∑
t=2
ln(qφ(ft|x1:T ))−
T−2∑
t=2
ln(pθ(ft))
]
dz1:T
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}
∫
zt
qφ(zt|xt) ln
(
qφ(zt|xt)
pθ(zt)
)
dzt
+
T−2∑
t1=2
∫
z1:t1 ,zT
∫
t1
∫
ft1
∏
t2∈{1,2,T}
qφ(zt2 |xt2)
t1∏
t2=3
qφ(zt2 |x1:T , zt2−1, zt2−2, zgoal)
× qφ(t1 |ft1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT )qφ(ft1 |x1:T )
[
ln
(
qφ(t1 |ft1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT )
pθ(t1)
)
+ ln(qφ(ft1 |x1:T ))− ln(pθ(ft1))
]
×
[∫
z[t1+1:T−1]
T−1∏
t2=t1+1
qφ(zt2 |x1:T , zt2−1, zt2−2, zgoal) dz[t1+1:T−1]
]
dft1dt1dz1:t1dzT
]
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}
DKL(qφ(zt|xt) || pθ(zt))
+
T−2∑
t1=2
Eqφ(z1:t1 ,zT |x1:T )
[∫
ft1
qφ(ft1 |x1:T )[∫
t1
qφ(t1 |ft1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT ) ln
(
qφ(t1 |ft1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT )
pθ(t1)
)
dt1
+ ln(qφ(ft1 |x1:T ))
∫
t1
qφ(t1 |ft1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT ) dt1
− ln(pθ(ft1))
∫
t1
qφ(t1 |ft1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT )dt1
]
dft1
]
(32)
As ft is inferred deterministically by x1:T , the probability of ft given x1:T equals 1. Thus, the distribution
qφ(ft|x1:T ) is a Dirac function centered at fˆt, where fˆt is the inferred value of ft for a given x1:T . Therefore,∫
ft1
qφ(ft1 |x1:T ) ln(qφ(ft1 |x1:T )) dft1 = ln(1) = 0 and
∫
ft1
qφ(ft1 |x1:T ) ln(pθ(ft1)) dft1 = ln
(
pθ(fˆt)
)
. Thereby, (32)
simplifies as following:
DKL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) || pθ(z1:T ))
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}
DKL(qφ(zt|xt) || pθ(zt))
+
T−2∑
t1=2
Eqφ(z1:t1 ,zT |x1:T )
[
− ln
(
pθ(fˆt1)
)
+
∫
t1
qφ(t1 |fˆt1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT ) ln
(
qφ(t1 |fˆt1 , xt1+1, zt1 , zt1−1, zT )
pθ(t1)
)
dt1
]
=
∑
t∈{1,2,T}
DKL(qφ(zt|xt) || pθ(zt))
+
T−2∑
t=2
Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )
[
− ln
(
pθ(fˆt)
)
+DKL(qφ(t|fˆt, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) || pθ(t))
]
(33)
Light version calculation of DKL(qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) || pθ(t)) :
DKL(qφ(t|ft, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) || pθ(t))
=
1
2
[
ln
( ∣∣σ2scaleI∣∣∣∣σ2scaleIσ2,tI∣∣
)
− dz + tr
(
(σ2scaleI)
−1σ2scaleIσ
2
,tI
)
+ (−σscale  µ,t)(σ2scaleI)−1(−σscale  µ,t)T
]
=
1
2
dz∑
i=1
[− ln(σ2,t,i)− 1 + σ2,t,i + µ2,t,i]
(34)
The final ELBO is thus defined as following :
ELBO = Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln(pθ(x1:T |z1:T ))]−DKL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) || pθ(z1:T ))
≤
( ∑
t∈{1,2,T}
Eqφ(zt|xt)[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]
+
T−1∑
t=3
[
Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]
+ Eqφ(z1:T |x1:T )[ln
(
pθ(fˆt−1|z1:T )
)
]
])
−
( ∑
t∈{1,2,T}
DKL(qφ(zt|xt) || pθ(zt))
+
T−2∑
t=2
Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )
[
DKL(qφ(t|fˆt, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) || pθ(t))
])
≤
( ∑
t∈{1,2,T}
Eqφ(zt|xt)[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]
+
T−1∑
t=3
Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]
−
( ∑
t∈{1,2,T}
DKL(qφ(zt|xt) || pθ(zt))
+
T−2∑
t=2
Eqφ(z1:t,zT |x1:T )
[
DKL(qφ(t|fˆt, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) || pθ(t))
])
≈
( T∑
t=1
Eqφ(zt|xt)[ln(pθ(xt|zt))]
)
−
( ∑
t∈{1,2,T}
DKL(qφ(zt|xt) || pθ(zt))
+
T−1∑
t=3
DKL(qφ(t|fˆt, xt+1, zt, zt−1, zT ) || pθ(t))
)
(35)
where the latter expression is equivalent to the lower bound of VAE-DMP.
